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BERND BRIDGES is a dark comedy about BERND, a German tech CEO with Tourette's 
Syndrom, a xenophobic abusive childhood, a loving family with a devoted wife he sleeps with 3 
to 5 times a day, and a best friend named ADAM, a Jewish-American hit songwriter. BERND's 
loveably salty personality gets him into awkward situations as he runs his company, ALUGHA, 
at its headquarters and around the globe.

BERND BRIDGES uses comedy to ridicule ignorance and promote the building of cultural 
bridges to heal wounds of the past to make a better future.



FEATURES
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THE MUSIC
The soundtrack, written and performed by BERND BRIDGES co-creator, ADAM KESSELHAUT, adds 

depth to the over-the-top comedy. The soundtrack will be available worldwide as an album.

MULTILINGUALISM
BERND BRIDGES features BERND's real-life video steaming platform, ALUGHA, dedicated to 

multilingual content and added entertainment value.



SEASON #1
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Bernd feels unloved because his wife can't reach orgasm in the 30 seconds he needs to climax when they have sex. 
Building ALUGHA with his son at home in Mannheim, Germany, he travels to Ireland, Mumbai, San Francisco, Tokyo, 
Buenos Aires, and Berlin, having daily video calls with his best friend, Adam. Bernd is ignorantly obsessed with his 
Germanness and everything he deems Jewish. The season finale resolves his marriage problems and a surprise in the 
discovery of his own Jewishness. 

SEASON #2
…explores Bernd's newly found Jewish identity. 

SEASON #3
…shows Bernd going through life-threatening illnesses.
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COMPARABLE



STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT
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MULTILINGUAL PODCASTS
BURNT BRIDGES

MULTILINGUAL MUSIC VIDEOS
PODCAST #1 ⇾ What The Show Is About 
PODCAST #2 ⇾ The Music of Bernd Bridges
PODCAST #3 ⇾ Bernd’s Two Sons

Extensive time has gone into the development of BERND BRIDGES which includes:

Scripts for the seven  30 minute episodes with all reports, ready for production

16 recorded songs of the soundtrack to season 1, in its original English,
6 of them translated and recorded in German.



T H A N K S ! Contact us at
business@berndbridges.show

BERND KORZ
German tech-guru and founder of ALUGHA who indeed lives with Tourette’s

ADAM KESSELHAUT
Jewish-American hit music producer and songwriter with studios in Berlin, Germany.

In real-life, Bernd and Adam are best of friends.

CREATORS


